the retarded Lienard-Wiechert potentials of classical electrodynamics satisfy energy conservation in such systems.
The total power P radiated by such a system can be calculated using Fourier series methods, and is given exactly [3] by
(1) P--4o + n2cs20 -'n} sinOdO, (n=2,4,6,...) where J.(x) are the Bessel functions and COS b is the angular frequency of the orbital motion, with being the angle subtended at the position of each particle by the retarded and current positions of the other particle (units such that the speed of light, the radius of the circle, and the magnitude of each charge are all unity are used). The sum in (1) runs over only n odd or only n even, depending on whether the system is that of unlike or like charges, respectively. On the other hand, the rate W of work done against the Lorentz-Dirac radiation reaction forces and the retarded Lienard-Wiechert fields is given by where the plus and minus signs are for the systems of unlike and like charges, respectively. Prove for the systems of both unlike and like charges that (2) P= W for all real w such that wl < 1. For the system of unlike charges, (2) has been shown to hold up to terms of order w 6 in [1 ] , and up to order w o in [4] , by expanding P and W in powers of w.
Once (2) 
